
Copywriting (Balfour) 
 Emphasize the three ‘Cs’ for great yearbook copy.

  Content: Write with feeling. Yearbook copy should help the reader relive the           

event and action. Don’t just lay down the external facts – record the emotions, 
impressions and reactions of the people in the story. 

  Conciseness: Don’t say in a paragraph what could be said in a sentence.           
Don’t say in a sentence what could be said in a clause. Don’t say in a clause 
what could be said in a phrase. Don’t say in a phrase what could be said in a 
single word. 

  Correct English Usage: Incorrect grammar and misspelled words can ruin a           
great story. Have all copy corrected by a knowledgeable proofreader. Then, 
learn from your mistakes. 

Copy Dos 
  Write in the past tense, normally in third person.           
  Use a feature format (introduction, elaboration, conclusion).           
  Name all people (first and last names), places and events relevant to the           

story. 
  Write in a natural and informal style.           
  Use clear, logical transitions.           
  Interview to capture feelings and personal reactions relevant to the story.           
  Use clear, crisp and strong action verbs.           
  Continually ask yourself, “What’s the point of the story?”           
  Write logically toward the conclusion without getting off on tangents.           
  USE QUOTES. Quotes provide a personal touch to your story a kind of verbal           

snapshot. 
  Be willing to write and rewrite. Remember, everything you write will be in print           

forever. 
  Use gentle humor whenever possible (aimed at situations, not individuals).           
  Vary your sentence structure.           

Copy Don'ts 
  Do not editorialize or apologize (watch your verb choice for bias).           
  Do not use words or phrases with possible double meaning.           
  Do not make predictions about next year (especially in sports writing).           
  Do not use “and,” “so,” “thus,” “therefore,” excessively.           
  Do not use nicknames or unfamiliar abbreviations.           
  Do not use superlatives excessively. Everything can’t be “incredible.”           
  Do not state the obvious or overuse well-known facts.           
  Do not use the name of the school. It is implied.           
  Do not write “this year” - the book is for this year, so it is implied.           
  Do not repeat the headline in the first sentence.           


